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Abstract
We present EEPrune, a novel dataset pruning al-
gorithm that leverages early exit networks during
training. EEPrune utilizes the innate ability of
early exit networks to assess the difficulty of in-
dividual samples and applies different criteria to
decide whether to prune them. Specifically, for
a training sample to be discarded, the confidence
level of the model at the early exit should be above
a certain threshold, along with a correct classifi-
cation at both the early exit and final layers. We
describe several other variants of our EEPrune
algorithm. Extensive experiments on CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100 and Tiny Imagenet datasets demon-
strate that EEPrune and its variations consistently
outperform other dataset pruning methods.

1. Introduction
Sutton’s “bitter lesson” states (Sutton, 2019; Sevilla et al.,
2022) that “general methods that leverage computation are
ultimately the most effective, and by a large margin.” Larger
models trained on larger datasets with more compute still
seem to be an important research direction due to major
outcomes and great performances (Brown et al., 2020; Ope-
nAI, 2023; Thoppilan et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022;
Zhang et al., 2022; Dehghani et al., 2023; Schuhmann et al.,
2022). However, creating larger models and training on
larger datasets for longer, along with the expenses associ-
ated with retraining and hyperparameter tuning only add to
the already high training costs. These ever-increasing costs
may not sustainable in the long run and are thus a significant
problem that need to be addressed.

Dataset pruning methods have emerged as a potential solu-
tion to address the costs of training deep learning models.
By discarding redundant samples and keeping, for example,
only the difficult samples for training, the model perfor-
mance on the test set stays the same even when the model
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is trained on the pruned dataset (Paul et al., 2021; Toneva
et al., 2018; Coleman et al., 2019; Nohyun et al., 2023;
Sorscher et al., 2022b). While dataset pruning methods
strive to decrease training expenses, they typically train an
ensemble of models or train a single model fully (Paul et al.,
2021; Toneva et al., 2018; Coleman et al., 2019). This is
particularly undesirable for resource-constrained devices
due to the large memory footprint of the ensemble and high
computational demands of full training.

A different class of techniques to reduce computational
complexity is conditional computation through early exit
(Panda et al., 2016; Teerapittayanon et al., 2016; Kaya et al.,
2019; Görmez et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2020; Han et al., 2021), which allows one to exploit the
heterogeneous nature of real-world data (Bolukbasi et al.,
2017). Specifically, an early exit model introduces multiple
exit points or intermediate classifiers to an ordinary neural
network, called the “base” network. An input that is con-
fidently classified at an intermediate exit point may then
“exit’ early without the need for traversing the remaining
layers, thereby reducing the overall computation required
for inference. Early exit networks can also provide reduced
training costs by allowing the end user to train only the
attached exits while keeping the base model frozen, which
is particularly useful for edge devices (Scardapane et al.,
2020; BAC, 2020).

Earlier works thus demonstrate that utilizing not only the
final outputs but also the intermediate representations can
greatly reduce the overall inference or training costs of a
network. However, to the best of our knowledge, this obser-
vation has not yet been exploited for dataset pruning, which
becomes the focus of the present work. In fact, existing
work on dataset pruning uses only the features of the final
layer. We show that incorporating intermediate features in
the pruning decision process can greatly improve the train-
ing performance, measured in terms of the floating point
operations (FLOPs) to reach a certain level of accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we present the related work. In Section 3, we present
our new dataset pruning scheme that we call EEPrune. In
Section 4, we provide numerical results. Finally, in Section
5, we draw our main conclusions. Extended discussions and
more experiments are provided in the appendices.
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2. Related Work
Our research integrates two methods that are commonly
employed to lower the inference and training costs of deep
learning models: early exit networks and dataset pruning.

2.1. Early Exit Networks

The first idea of adding early exits to neural networks goes
back to the GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015). The primary
purpose of adding the early exits was to solve the vanishing
gradient problem. To reduce the inference cost, researchers
have incorporated an exit criterion based on the entropy or
the confidence level of the output of the early exit layer
(Panda et al., 2016; Teerapittayanon et al., 2016; Kaya et al.,
2019; Görmez et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2020; Han et al., 2021). Samples that meet the exit criterion
are considered easy and prediction is made at the early
exit layer, resulting in a faster computation. More complex
samples that do not meet the exit criterion are forwarded
to the next layers for further processing. Early exit layers
can be trained jointly with the base model or separately
(Scardapane et al., 2020), but approaches that do not require
any training also exist (Görmez et al., 2022). These make
early exit networks suitable for performing training and
inference for localized learning (BAC, 2020).

2.2. Dataset Pruning

Dataset pruning methods aim to select the most represen-
tative samples from a dataset and remove the rest in order
to reduce the training cost (Feldman & Langberg, 2011;
Agarwal et al., 2005; Sorscher et al., 2022a). This process
can be accomplished through the use of scoring techniques,
which evaluate the importance or difficulty of each sample
in the dataset. Various scoring methods have been proposed
in the literature. We summarize them in the Appendix.

3. The EEPrune Scheme
We now introduce our EEPrune scheme. Let (x(i)

0 , y(i)) ∈
D be a training sample-label pair from the dataset D where
there are N samples and C classes, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and
y(i) is one-hot-encoded vector of length C. Let F be a
network with one early exit, as shown in Figure 1. The
network input-output relationships can be expressed as

x
(i)
j = lj(x

(i)
j−1), j = 1, . . . , L,

ŷ(i)ee = g(x
(i)
k ), ŷ

(i)
fe = h(x

(i)
L ),

(1)

where lj are layers of the base model, k is the early exit
point, g is the linear layer at the early exit, ŷ(i)ee is the early
exit output, h is the linear layer at the final exit, and ŷ

(i)
fe is

the final exit output.

Figure 1. The computation graph of EEPrune.

Our ultimate goal is to reduce the training cost while keeping
the model’s performance on the test set as high as possible.
We achieve this by reducing the size of the training set.
More specifically, while training our early exit network on
the dataset for a short time, we discard training samples
from our dataset if 1) the early exit can predict the correct
class correctly, 2) and the final exit can predict the correct
class correctly, 3) and the maximum prediction probability
given by the early exit is greater than a specified threshold.
In practice, we flag samples for pruning one by one over
multiple epochs of learning. After E epochs, where E is a
user-defined parameter, the learning process is stopped and
all flagged samples can be removed from the dataset. We
can then train a new model over the pruned dataset.

As can be seen, EEPrune verifies three conditions before
flagging an input sample for pruning. The first condition
ensures that the training sample of interest is easy enough
to be correctly classified by using the features of a layer at
the middle (or even an earlier point) of the network. This
condition uses the easiness notion from the neural collapse
phenomenon (Papyan et al., 2020; Hui et al., 2022; Görmez
et al., 2022) and the early exit networks (Panda et al., 2016;
Teerapittayanon et al., 2016; Kaya et al., 2019; Görmez
et al., 2022). The neural collapse phenomenon, and more
specifically the cascading collapse phenomenon states that
the intermediate representations of the samples at each layer
form clusters and the clusters get separated from each other
more as we move deeper in the network. The idea of early
exit networks is simply some samples are easier to predict
and they can be predicted correctly at earlier layers.

The second condition appears to be obvious because when
there is no computational budget, the final exit gives the best
prediction. However, in some cases overthinking can occur,
which means that although the early exit can give a correct
prediction, the computations after that change the output
and the final exit gives an incorrect prediction (Kaya et al.,
2019). With the second condition, we guarantee that the
samples which are prone to overthinking are not discarded
from the training set. This condition is also important be-
cause studies show that adversarial attacks can make the
network choose the final exit most of the time although the
sample is easy, which leads to redundant computation (Kaya
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Epoch 1 Epoch 8 Epoch 9 Epoch 10

Figure 2. EEPrune discards samples (red) that are furthest away
from the decision boundaries.

et al., 2019). Hence, this condition also serves as protection
against adversarial attacks.

The third condition effectively determines the rate of prun-
ing. Depending on the threshold, if the early exit model is
sure enough about its prediction, that sample is pruned. Our
full algorithm can be seen in the Appendix.

To better understand the effectiveness of EEPrune, we apply
it to a toy dataset and analyze which samples are pruned.
The dataset is shown in Figure 2. There are 5 classes with
1000 samples each. The data is two dimensional. We use a
simple 3 layer feed forward neural network with 10, 10, and
5 neurons at each layer respectively. To make it an early exit
network, we add a linear layer with 5 neurons after the first
layer. We use t = 0.7 as our threshold and run EEPrune
for E = 10 epochs. We show the pruned samples at certain
epochs in Figure 2 with red. It can be seen that the pruned
samples are the ones which are farthest away from any
decision boundary. As the model is trained more, more data
is pruned but the pruning pattern stays the same. When the
model is trained on the remaining samples, it still performs
the same without loss in accuracy. The behavior of EEPrune
resembles that of support vector machines (SVMs): Note
that in the latter, removing the non-support vectors does not
change the decision boundaries. At least, for the example
in Fig. 2, EEPrune correctly identifies the “non-support
vector” that are irrelevant for the class decision boundaries
and successfully removes them from the training process.

3.1. Variations of EEPrune

EEPrune is simple and flexible, new data pruning schemes
can be easily be proposed. Here, we describe two natural
ideas based on accumulating the loss values of the exits and
assigning weights to the original conditions of EEPrune.

3.1.1. EEPRUNE-LOSS

According to a previous study conducted by (Lee et al.,
2015), early exits can act as a form of regularization when
the exit losses are accumulated and the exit layers are opti-
mized together. In an ideal scenario, easy samples would
have both low early exit losses and low final exit losses, but
this may not always be the case. We propose evaluating the
samples based on the sum of the exit losses, akin to how the
exit layers are trained jointly by accumulating losses. By
sorting the samples based on their aggregate losses, we can
prune those with the lowest overall loss.

3.1.2. EEPRUNE-SOFT

EEPrune is a strict pruning method in the sense that it re-
quires all three conditions to be met for a sample to be
pruned. However, it can be made more lenient by assigning
weights to the conditions. To this end, we propose assigning
weights ω1, ω2, ω3 to the three conditions, where the sum
of the weights is one. This approach allows for a better
assessment of the conditions, with each weight indicating
the degree to which the condition should be met in order for
a sample to be pruned. For example, if the first condition is
satisfied, the sample would be assigned a score of ω1, and
so on for the other conditions.

While this weighting system provides a more refined ap-
proach to scoring the samples, it may not be sufficient in
cases where there is a tie. To address this limitation, we pro-
pose the addition of a fourth score, (max ŷ

(i)
ee +max ŷ

(i)
fe ) ·

ω4, which averages the maximum element of the early exit
prediction vector and the final exit prediction vector for the
sample of interest. Here, ω4 should be very small to avoid
dominating the other scores. By incorporating this fourth
score, we can better differentiate between samples with sim-
ilar scores and make more informed decisions about which
samples to prune. Finally, the samples can be sorted accord-
ing to their total score and the samples with the lowest total
score can be pruned.

4. Numerical Results
In this section, we provide numerical results. In our ex-
periments, we used CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and Tiny Ima-
genet datasets (Krizhevsky et al., 2009; Le & Yang, 2015).
We utilized two widely-used and highly-regarded models:
MobileNetV3-large (Howard et al., 2019) and ResNet-50
(He et al., 2016). For the MobileNetV3-large model, we
added a linear layer after the ninth network layer to serve
as the early exit point. For the ResNet-50 model, we added
a linear layer after the seventh bottleneck block to serve as
the early exit point.

4.1. Training Details

We train our models for 200 epochs using stochastic gra-
dient descent with a single NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU.
To reduce overfitting and improve generalization, we use
label smoothing with α = 0.1 (Müller et al., 2019) and
mixup with αmixup = 0.2 (Zhang et al., 2017). We also
employ cosine learning rate decay with a warm-up dura-
tion of 5 epochs to gradually reduce the learning rate over
the course of training. To optimize GPU memory usage
and accelerate training, we set different batch sizes for the
MobileNetV3-large and ResNet-50 models. We use 2048
for MobileNetV3-large and 1024 for ResNet-50 models. To
ensure the stability and reliability of our results, we repeat
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each method-model-dataset evaluation 3 times and report
the mean and standard deviation in our figures.

4.2. Experiments

We conducted six experiments for each method, model, and
dataset combination to prune 10% to 60% of the training
set. After each dataset pruning phase, the models are reini-
tialized and trained from scratch on the pruned dataset. We
repeated each experiment 3 times. Due to limited space, we
only present some of the experimental results here. Addi-
tional figures can be found in the Appendix.

For EEPrune and its variations, we used E = 10 for CI-
FAR datasets and E = 15 for the Tiny Imagenet dataset.
Since EEPrune depends on satisfying three conditions si-
multaneously, it was not always possible to find enough
samples that satisfied the conditions at each of the afore-
mentioned percentages. Therefore, we ran experiments for
t ∈ {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and stopped the training
early (i.e., before 200 epochs) for some t values to ensure
that all methods used an equal number of forward and back-
ward passes for a fair comparison.

For EEPrune-Loss, after training for E epochs, we calcu-
lated the sum of the early exit loss and the final exit loss
for each sample, sorted them, and pruned the lowest scor-
ing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% of samples based on
their loss. For EEPrune-Soft, we used ω1 = 0.4, ω2 = 0.2,
ω3 = 0.4, and ω4 = 0.001 for weighting the conditions.

We compared our 3 methods with the following baselines:
EL2N (Paul et al., 2021), forgetting (Toneva et al., 2018),
SVP (Coleman et al., 2019), complexity gap (Nohyun et al.,
2023), no pruning, and random pruning. We explain each
baseline further in the Appendix.

From Figure 3a, and it is evident that for the MobileNetV3-
large model on the CIFAR-10 dataset, EEPrune, EEPrune-
Loss, and EEPrune-Soft methods outperform the no pruning
baseline at a moderate pruning rate of 30%. Complexity
gap and random pruning achieves comparable performance,
but EL2N, SVP, and forgetting methods exhibit noticeably
worse performance than EEPrune. For low and high pruning
rates, please see the Appendix. EEPrune and its variations
continue to exhibit superior performance compared to all
other methods. At high pruning rates, it is evident that
EEPrune variations clearly outperform all other methods,
including EEPrune itself. This demonstrates that EEPrune
has an advantage in that its conditions can be easily modified
to achieve excellent performance across various pruning
rates. Figure 3b shows that EEPrune outperforms every
other method. We attribute this to the fact that by pruning
the simpler samples, the model can make the training set
distribution more closely resemble the distribution of the
test set. It is worth noting that at high pruning rates, random

pruning surpasses all non-early-exit-based pruning methods.
In the low and moderate pruning regimes, the complexity
gap method performs very similarly to EEPrune variations
but not EEPrune itself.

(a) CIFAR-10, MobileNetV3-Large

(b) CIFAR-100, ResNet-50

Figure 3. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms.
30% of the dataset is pruned.

5. Conclusion
We presented EEPrune, a dataset pruning algorithm that
utilizes the inherent ability of early exit networks to dis-
tinguish easy samples from the difficult ones. We showed
that EEPrune achieves superior performance across various
pruning rates as compared to existing approaches. We note
that EEPrune and variants do not need a full training session
to identify the easy samples, unlike competing algorithms.
This makes them valuable for resource constrained settings.
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Dataset Pruning Using Early Exit Networks

A. The EEPrune Algorithm

Algorithm 1 EEPrune

Input: Data D, early exit network F with parameters θ, threshold t, epoch E
P ← {}
for epoch = 1 to E do

for (x0
(i), y(i)) ∈ D do

ŷ
(i)
ee , ŷ

(i)
fe = F (x0

(i))

J = −
∑C

c=1 yc
(i) log(ŷ

(i)
eec)−

∑C
c=1 yc

(i) log(ŷ
(i)
fec

)

θ ← θ − γ ∂J
∂θ

if argmax ŷ
(i)
ee = argmax y(i) and argmax ŷ

(i)
fe = argmax y(i) and max ŷ

(i)
ee > t then

P ← P ∪ {x0
(i)}

end if
end for

end for
D ← D \ P
Train F on D as desired

B. Dataset Pruning Methods
The Error-L2-Norm (EL2N) method (Paul et al., 2021) creates an ensemble of a few models and trains them for a short
period of time. The error vectors from each model are then averaged, and the samples with the lowest error norm are
discarded. By discarding the samples with the lowest error norm, this method ensures that the most critical samples are
retained for further training. In our experiments, we used an ensemble of 10 models with the same architecture as our main
model trained on the pruned dataset. Each model in the ensemble was trained for 15 epochs. We calculated the average
ℓ2-norm of the models’ error (i.e., prediction minus the ground truth label vector) for each sample and pruned the lowest
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%. Considering EEPrune and its variants use only one model and use E = 10 for a short
amount of training, it can be seen that EEPrune and its variations use much less computational resources for pruning.

Forgetting method (Toneva et al., 2018) tracks the number of times each training sample is first predicted correctly but later
incorrectly throughout an entire training session. Selection via proxy (SVP) method (Coleman et al., 2019) does the same,
but uses smaller models and shorter training. Dataset cartography method (Swayamdipta et al., 2020) also analyzes the
training dynamics by looking at the model’s confidence in its output and the variance of its predictions. In our experiments,
we trained the model on the full dataset for 200 epochs and tracked the amount of forgetting events for each sample. We
then sorted the samples based on the amount of forgetting events and pruned the lowest 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%.
For SVP, we followed the same approach as forgetting, but used a MobileNetV3-small and ResNet-18 model instead of
MobileNetV3-large and ResNet-50 respectively. We also trained the model for 50 epochs instead of the full 200 epochs.
Since EEPrune and its variants use E = 10 for a short amount of training, it can be seen that EEPrune and its variations use
much less computational resources for pruning compared to forgetting and SVP.

(Nohyun et al., 2023) proposed a novel training-free scoring method called the complexity gap score. This approach involves
measuring the difference between the data complexity when a sample is removed from the training set. The data complexity
measure is defined as the extent to which a data sample contributes to the movement of network parameters during training
(Nohyun et al., 2023). In our experiments we used the source code provided by (Nohyun et al., 2023) to calculate the
complexity gap score for each dataset and we pruned the lowest 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% samples based on the
score. Calculating complexity gap scores does not require training, therefore in that sense it requires less computational
resources for pruning compared to EEPrune. Similarly, random pruning also does not require training. However, the amount
of computational resources EEPrune demands is still very low, e.g. E = 10 epochs of training, and EEPrune performs better
than complexity gap method and random pruning by a significant margin.

Two other areas related to dataset pruning are active learning and dataset distillation. Active learning involves selecting the
most informative data to label from a pool of unlabeled data, with the aim of maximizing the model’s accuracy (Settles,
2009; Sener & Savarese, 2017). This approach differs from dataset pruning, which discards some labeled data once and for
all to keep the size of the training set small and training cost low. In contrast, active learning repeats the process of selecting
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unlabeled data and training the model on it. Dataset distillation also aims to reduce the size of the dataset but does so by
creating a smaller and often more difficult to interpret dataset from a larger, more human-understandable dataset (Wang
et al., 2018).

C. More Results
Here we present the entirety of our results.

As seen from Figure 4, EEPrune and its variations achieve the same performance as the no pruning baseline. At low pruning
rates, EEPrune and its variations show comparable performances to each other, but at high pruning rates EEPrune-Soft
outperforms the others. EL2N, SVP and forgetting consistently performs poorer than EEPrune and its variations. Complexity
gap method performs on par witth EEPrune at low pruning rates, but its performance decreases as pruning rate increases.
Also, it is important to note that random pruning outperforms EL2N, SVP and forgetting across all pruning rates. Figure 6
shows that EEPrune performs the best among all pruning rates. At 60% pruning rate, all baselines perform poorly except
EEPrune.

When the number of classes increases, it can be seen from Figure 5 that EEPrune performs the best among all methods, it
even outperforms the no pruning baseline. We attribute this phenomenon to the pruning of simpler samples, which enables
the model to align the distribution of the training set more closely with that of the test set. When we increase the number of
classes even more, Figure 8 shows that EEPrune and its variations continue to perform better than the others.

D. Future Work
EEPrune’s simplicity and practical approach to assessing sample difficulty make it an attractive method for modification to
improve the quality of dataset pruning. We outline some promising research directions that could enhance its performance.

One potential modification draws inspiration from contrastive learning and data augmentation techniques (Chen et al., 2020).
Similar to how contrastive learning generates positive pairs from augmented samples, EEPrune could be adapted to discard
a sample from the dataset if a specific set of augmented versions of the sample also satisfy the pruning conditions.

As the amount of unlabeled data is typically much greater than the amount of labeled data, EEPrune may also be extended to
unsupervised learning tasks. Early exit networks have been shown to be effective in unsupervised learning tasks too, making
them a promising candidate for further exploration in this area (Görmez et al., 2022). It is possible to modify the conditions
of EEPrune to make it applicable to unsupervised learning tasks, opening up new avenues for cost-efficient training. Finally,
the effect of having more exits and changing the exit locations can be investigated, which we leave as a future work.

(a) 10% (b) 20% (c) 30%

(d) 40% (e) 50% (f) 60%

Figure 4. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms on CIFAR-10 at various pruning rates. The model is MobileNetV3-large.
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(a) 10% (b) 20% (c) 30%

(d) 40% (e) 50% (f) 60%

Figure 5. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms on CIFAR-100 at various pruning rates. The model is MobileNetV3-large.

(a) 10% (b) 20% (c) 30%

(d) 40% (e) 50% (f) 60%

Figure 6. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms on CIFAR-10 at various pruning rates. The model is ResNet-50.
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(a) 10% (b) 20% (c) 30%

(d) 40% (e) 50% (f) 60%

Figure 7. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms on CIFAR-100 at various pruning rates. The model is ResNet-50.

(a) 10% (b) 20% (c) 30%

(d) 40% (e) 50% (f) 60%

Figure 8. Dataset pruning performances of various algorithms on Tiny Imagenet at various pruning rates. The model is MobileNetV3-large.
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